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Abstract

The article deals with the history of the formation, current state and prospects for the development of social informatics as a current direction in science and education in Russia. The article offers mainly a personal view of the author, who has been involved in shaping social informatics in Russia for the last three decades. The article presents the distinctive features of the Russian scientific school of social informatics and its priorities in the formation of this field. The main directions of research in the field of social informatics in Russia in the context of the formation of the global information society are determined. Emphasis is placed on the interdisciplinary nature of many issues related to social informatics and their systematic study. Finally, the article summarizes the current necessity for the deep study of issues related to social informatics, e.g., information inequality, information crime, cyberbullies, manipulation of consciousness, virtualization of society, information wars, information poverty, information culture, and using computers to analyse social phenomena such as communication via social media. It is important not only in the area of scientific research but also in the system of secondary and higher education and training of scholars.
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1 Introduction

Today, social informatics is one of the most important and promising areas in science and education not only in Russia and other post-Soviet countries. It studies the processes of information interaction in society in the context of its globalization and complex informatization. As a scientific field, social informatics has been developing in Russia for more than 30 years (Kolin, 2015). This is one of the most important sections of informatics – the science of information processes in nature and society. Currently, social informatics should be considered a scientific basis for the shaping of an information society. Social informatics studies new opportunities for and problems of a person in the conditions of an information environment for living and professional activity.

Kolin (2017) shows that an important trend in the development of civilization in the 21st century is the transition from an industrial to a post-industrial society and then to an information society. This transition is already underway in many countries around the world. The main objects and results of work in the information society are information products and services. Therefore, there is an objective need for a systematic study of the problems of the shaping of the information society, the formation of scientific knowledge in this area and their dissemination through the education system. The natural reaction of science to this need was the formation of a separate area of research in the field of informatics, which appeared in Russia in the early 1990s and was called social informatics (Kolin, 1994).

The aim of the article is to present a brief summary and personal view regarding the focus and further development of social informatics in Russia from the perspective of its important representative Konstantin K. Kolin (*1935), who has been involved in shaping this discipline in Russia for the last three decades. Therefore, this article refers mainly to the author’s own publications. The profile of the author of this article and an overview of his other articles not only in the field of social informatics can be found in the official Russian registers: (ISTINA, 2021; RIC, 2021). This article was prepared at the request of the editors of the journal Acta Informatica Pragensia for a special issue Perspectives of Social Informatics. The reason for its writing is to introduce the Russian school of social informatics and its basic thoughts, development, and possible future directions to non-Russian speaking scholars.

2 Social Informatics as a Scientific Basis for the Shaping of the Information Society

The first work in which social informatics was presented as an independent scientific direction, which examines principles of informatization of society, was the monograph “Informatization of Society: Introduction to Social Informatics” (Ursul, 1990a) of the famous Russian philosopher academician Arkady D. Ursul (1936–2020); see Figure 1. Prior to this publication, the term “social informatics” was also used in the Soviet Union from the 1970s, but mainly in the area focused on study of problems of scientific information (Sokolov, 1988). Ursul’s concept of social informatics already builds on a new concept of informatics as a broad computer and information-oriented discipline according to the broad European tradition (Glushkov, 1987). Until the 1980s, the concept of informatics was associated mainly with the theory of scientific information.

Therefore, Ursul is the founder of the modern scientific school of social informatics in Russia (Kolin, 2016). His philosophical approach to social informatics connected informatics with the global problem of informatization of society, in the process of which the “socialization” of theoretical achievements and practical applications of informatics is carried out. Ursul showed that the process of informatization of society should be humanistically oriented in its very essence. At the same time, the means of informatics and new information technologies should act only as tools that serve humans so that they can more effectively master information and use it for social progress.
Ursul’s philosophical works note the fundamental importance of the humanistic orientation of the informatization process of society, which should not develop spontaneously, because it creates not only new opportunities for man and society, but also new threats (Ursul, 1990b). This is what determines the relevance of conducting a complex of scientific studies aimed at studying the regularities of the process of informatization of society. The results of these studies should be scientifically based concepts, forecasts and recommendations in the field of international and national scientific, technical, economic, social, educational and cultural policies in the area of informatization of society. The development of social informatics as a science and educational discipline should contribute to the solution of these problems. It should become the scientific basis of the global information society that is already being formed today (Castels, 2000), which many scientists consider to be a new, higher stage of the development of civilization (Kolin, 2002).

3 Object and Subject of Social Informatics Research

Social informatics was formed at the junction of a number of natural and social sciences and humanities under the influence of integrative factors caused by the need to form the scientific base of the post-industrial civilization – the information society. In the works of specialists of the Institute of Problems of Informatics of the Russian Academy of Sciences, which were published in the early 1990s, the legitimacy of the establishment of social informatics as an independent scientific discipline is sufficiently justified; see Kolin (1990). Basic criteria for establishing social informatics as a discipline are the presence of its own object and subject of research, as well as the methodology of their implementation characteristic of this discipline.

The object of social informatics research is the manifestations of information reality in the society. In other words, social informatics studies the sum of all types of information resources, processes, technologies, systems and communications that are of social significance for the life support and development of society (Kolin, 1993).

The subject of social informatics research is the properties and regularities of information resources, processes, technologies, systems and communications in the social sphere. At the same time, a comprehensive study of the process of informatization of society, its impact on social structures, as well
as on the role and position of the individual in society is particularly important (Kolin, 1995a). The analysis has shown that this effect is two-sided, i.e., it is a two-way effect. The social structures of society and people’s attitude to the process of informatization, in turn, have a significant impact on the nature and pace of development of this process (Kolin, 1995b).

According to Ursul, one of the fundamental problems of social informatics is the problem of the coordinated development of society and the process of its global informatization. This problem is currently particularly important, as it is most closely related to the problem of overcoming the systemic crisis of civilization and its transition to the path of sustainable and safe development based on the mastery of information, as well as the widespread use of new knowledge and information technologies. Therefore, the priority tasks of research in this area should be considered to identify and analyse the capabilities of people and society to effectively use information resources and information technologies, taking into account the new threats that already exist today in connection with the global informatization of society or may appear in future.

4 Methodological Basis of Social Informatics

The problems of forming a new human environment in the context of the shaping of the information society are so significant that they should be systematically studied by various scientific disciplines. Among them, it is necessary first of all to highlight cultural studies, sociology, economics and political science, as well as psychology and pedagogy. The fundamental difference in the approach to the study of these problems in the framework of social informatics is that the main scientific presumption of informatics is used. Its essence is that the world around us has the property of informational unity. Therefore, the regularities of the manifestation of information as a universal property of matter in nature and society should have a common primary basis (Kolin, 2006b).

The scientific basis for the development of social informatics is the achievements in the field of philosophy of information and theoretical foundations of informatics (Kolin, 2010b; Kolin, 2012). As for its own scientific methodology, social informatics is still in the process of formation. An important distinguishing feature of this methodology is the use of a combination of different methods of scientific approach to the problems of analysis and synthesis of the studied problems and processes. The main ones are systems, information and coevolutionary approaches, as well as scientific approaches used in the social branches of modern science. These three approaches are briefly introduced:

The **systems approach** allows a holistic view of any system. The basic principle is the purposeful definition of the system (elements and their relationships) and thus the boundaries of the system and also the researched problem. The systems approach has a long tradition in Russia. The following two approaches also build on systems thinking.

The **information approach**. The essence of the information approach is that when studying a certain process or phenomenon, its information aspects are first highlighted (Kolin, 1998). Experience has shown that this allows us to see many seemingly familiar processes and phenomena in a completely new light, to reveal their informational essence, which in many cases is the main reason for a particular direction of development of these processes.

The **coevolutionary approach** to the problems of social informatics is the need to take into account the inseparable unity and mutual influence of the processes of development of society and its informatization: their coevolution (Ursul, 1990b). This approach is reflected in the Okinawa Charter for the Global Information Society (MOFA, 2000), which some scholars call the “international constitution” of the information society.
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The methodological apparatus of social informatics, in addition to the above approaches, includes methods of information modelling of the studied processes, as well as traditional methods of monitoring and forecasting. It should be expected that the composition and power of the methodological apparatus of social informatics will actively develop with the expansion and deepening of its subject area and the need to solve new problems put forward by the practice of the development of the information society.

5 Structure of Subject Area of Social Informatics

The structure of the subject area of social informatics was defined in Russia in the early 1990s (Kolin, 1993) and remains relevant to the present day. It was discussed at a number of scientific forums. The most significant of them was the Second International Congress of UNESCO “Education and Informatics” in Moscow (UNESCO, 1996). In Russia’s national report at the congress, the section Social Informatics was singled out as one of the four main sections of the new course named Fundamental Foundations of Informatics, which was recommended in the final documents of the congress for a promising education system (Kolin, 1996).

In the modern structure of the subject area of social informatics, Russian scientists distinguish the following main areas of research:

- Study of the general laws of the process of informatization of society.

- Research of information resources of the society (their types, properties, structure and topology). The study of the needs of society in information resources to achieve the goals of social development.

- Research of the information potential of the society, which determines its capabilities for the formation and effective use of information as a strategic resource for development. This includes problems related to the creation of the information infrastructure and the information environment of the society, the creation and operation of centres for the generation, storage and distribution of information resources, as well as the development of tools and technologies that ensure the activation and effective use of information resources.

- Research of the problems of the formation of the global information society, the patterns and features of its formation and development prospects. This includes the problems of the information economy, changes in the structure of employment of the population, as well as the problem of information democracy, in which the availability of information and its reliability are particularly important, as the most important conditions for the practical realization of people’s civil rights and freedoms. The development of the intellectual potential of the society is essential for solving these problems. The ability to produce and assimilate new knowledge, as well as the development of an information culture that characterizes the ability of society to adapt to the new information environment of human habitation are also relevant topics.

- Comprehensive study of human problems in the information society. It should study new opportunities and problems of personal development in the information society, a person’s education and upbringing, the development of his creative abilities based on the achievements of computing and creative information technologies. The problems of a person’s information freedom and information security and overcoming technological and linguistic barriers that arise in the new information space are also relevant.

Practice has shown that the above structure of the problem area of social informatics was quite successful, and the listed problems that make up this area still continue to be important and relevant. This is evidenced, in particular, by the large number of references to the publications of Russian scientists mainly...
in Russian but also in international databases of scientific publications. For example, the number of references to the monograph Kolin (2000) written by the author of this article on social informatics in the database E-library.ru has exceeded 385 and continues to grow.

6 Educational Aspects of Social Informatics in Russia

The following subsections present the main educational aspects that are reflected in the understanding of social informatics in Russia and other post-Soviet countries.

6.1 Social informatics, education and scientific worldview

Comprehensive study of the processes of informatization of society and the emerging new information reality is extremely important not only from a pragmatic point of view, but also in the humanitarian aspect. It contributes to the formation of a modern scientific worldview. The usual stereotypes of people's behaviour, as well as their traditional ideas about space and time, wealth and poverty, equality and inequality, freedom and responsibility, and quality of life are changing significantly in the context of the emergence of the information society (Kolin, 2010a).

Research shows that the quality of life in modern society is largely determined by the availability of the necessary information and information communications, as well as the level of consumption of information products and services (Kolin, 2007). Therefore, such concepts as information inequality, information poverty, individual information culture, e-government and many others have appeared and are increasingly being used.

The information sector of the economy is developing rapidly. In a number of countries, such as India, it has already become one of the most important sources of product exports and job creation. In many countries, including Russia, open education systems based on the use of digital educational resources and distance learning technologies are increasingly developing. An additional incentive here was the coronavirus pandemic (COVID-19), which today has affected almost all countries of the world and forced them to more widely use distance learning methods in the field of general and higher education, advanced training of certified specialists and training of scientific personnel.

The formation of smart education is intensively developing in the Western countries. It involves the transfer of the educational process mainly to an electronic environment that provides effective learning using digital content that is freely available. This approach makes learning accessible everywhere and always, brings together educational institutions and teaching staff to implement joint educational activities on the Internet. It should be noted that the Internet today is one of the main sources of knowledge for students. This is the so-called “flexible learning” based on common technologies, standards and agreements.

6.2 Information security

Information security is currently one of the most important conditions for ensuring national and international security, as well as everyone’s personal security (Sokolov & Kolin, 2009). It is a complex problem that has both technological and social aspects (Kolin, 2006a). The global financial and economic crisis that has engulfed many countries is a very clear example here.

At the present stage of the formation of a knowledge-based society, the strategic importance of the development of the information culture that influences individual and society is clear (Kolin, 2011b). The problem of multilingualism in the information society (e.g., online communication) can be mentioned. After all, language is not only a means of communication, but also a means of cognition, it is a “space of thought” necessary for information modelling of the surrounding world in the human mind (Kolin, 2005a).
6.3 Relevance of information orientation of Russian education system

Social informatics has been developing actively in Russia for more than 30 years. Currently, it is one of the most important sections of informatics in Russia, which is the scientific basis for the formation of the information society, as well as for the study of a person’s new opportunities and new problems in the conditions of the formation of a fundamentally new information environment of his life and professional activity.

Many problems of social informatics are studied at secondary and higher schools of Russia, as well as in the system of training for scientific personnel and advanced training of certified specialists. However, the education system today faces a new urgent problem – to prepare millions of citizens, and especially the new generation, for life and professional activity in the global information society in a timely manner. The analysis shows that to solve this problem, it is necessary to significantly increase the information orientation of the content of the education system (Sokolov & Kolin, 2009).

A constructive solution here can be the widespread introduction of the general education discipline “Social Informatics” into the education system, which aims to ensure the formation of new knowledge and skills that people need in the new information environment.

6.4 Experience of Teaching of Social Informatics in Russia

Russia is a world leader in the field of studying the problems of social informatics in the education system. This process began in Russia in the late 1980s, when the social significance of the process of informatization of society began to be realized. During this period of more than 30 years, specialized departments of social informatics were established at a number of Russian universities. For example, in 1990, the Institute of Social Informatics was established at the Academy of Social Sciences under the Central Committee of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union. Arkady D. Ursul was its director. The Russian Association of Departments of Social Informatics was also established, which continues its work to the present day. Boris A. Suslakov was elected (*1943) its head.

In the mid-1990s, the world’s first Faculty of Social Informatics was established at the Moscow State Social University (its new name is the Russian State Social University) on the initiative of the Institute of Problems of Informatics of the Russian Academy of Sciences. It functioned successfully for five years and trained a significant number of specialists with the qualification of Sociologist–Informatic Expert (from the US perspective sociology–computer science–information systems). The author of this article developed and taught at this faculty an innovative course “Philosophy and History of Education”, which showed the importance of studying the information aspects of the development of civilization.

The experience of the educational activities of this faculty was reported by Russian scientists at the 2nd International Congress of UNESCO “Education and Informatics” and approved by the participants of that Congress (Kolin et al., 1997). Its recommendations are still successfully used in a number of higher education institutions in Russia.

The first social informatics programme for the higher education system, which took into account the recommendations of the UNESCO Congress, was developed in 1997 at the Institute of Problems of Informatics of the Russian Academy of Sciences. Its implementation in the education system was carried out with the active assistance of the UNESCO Institute for Information Technologies in Education. In the following years, the programme was developed to the level of a full-fledged Basic Modular Programme, which is available via the Internet and is well known to specialists working in the field of education (Kolin, 2001).

In accordance with the content of this programme, a textbook for the higher education system titled “Social Informatics” was developed in Russia (Kolin, 2000; Kolin, 2003). Based on the Russian-Chinese scientific cooperation, this publication was also translated into Chinese in 2010.
7 Perspectives for Development of Social Informatics

The research of Russian scientists has shown that the promising directions of the development of social informatics are not limited only to the study of the problems of informatization and the shaping of the information society. After all, many socially significant manifestations of the phenomenon of information are not necessarily related to the processes of informatization of society, and social informatics should also study these manifestations of information reality. Therefore, the most promising areas of further development of social informatics include the following:

- Systematic studies of the problems of the formation of a global information society based on knowledge, and related problems of science, technology, economy, education and culture.

- Comprehensive study of the problems of formation of electronic information resources, methods of their preservation and effective use in various spheres of society.

- Study of new opportunities for human development in the information society, including their intelligence, creativity and moral qualities. This involves the development of cognitive technologies, as well as computer graphics, which activates the right hemisphere of the human brain and its spatial imagination.

- Research of social problems of information security, including such problems as information inequality, information crime, cyberbullies, manipulation of consciousness, virtualization of society, as well as confrontation in the information sphere and information wars.

Some of these problems are already being studied by other scientific areas. However, it is necessary to stimulate them not only at the national level, but also at the international level. The fact is that the information environment of human habitation is developing so rapidly today that we can expect radical changes in all spheres of society’s life in the coming years (Kolin, 2018). The reasons for this will be new opportunities for global information communications, as well as the rapid development of artificial intelligence tools and methods. Blockchain technologies in the economy, medical and industrial robots, unmanned vehicles, virtual and augmented reality technologies – all these innovations are already entering our lives today. In the coming years, they will become familiar attributes of the culture of society in the middle of the 21st century.

According to the available Russian forecasts, the living and working conditions of people in developed countries in two decades will be as different from current conditions as our times are different from the era of Renaissance. Moreover, these changes will occur not only in the scientific, technical, economic and information fields, but also in the fields of culture and art, in the conditions of people’s everyday life and recreation. A new, actively developing society information culture will come into existence. There will be new types of arts, new medicine and new types of communication among people, which will be based on information and telecommunications systems, information services and user-friendly interfaces.

In other words, a new habitat, which is increasingly called information cyberspace, is already being formed and will be increasingly widespread on our planet. The impact of cyberspace on humans and how people adapt in this space create new challenges for basic science and the education system. All these problems should become the subject of study of social informatics in the coming years.

As for the changes in the social aspects of the development of society, we should expect not only positive results, but also new global problems. One of them is the problem of increasing information inequality of people, countries and regions in the new information environment. To reduce the social severity of this problem should be the role of the education system, the information orientation of which should be significantly strengthened. At the same time, the informatization of education should be transferred from the instrumental and technological level to the content one. Its main goal should be the shaping of people’s
information worldview and a new information culture (Kolin & Ursul, 2011). At the same time, an important part of this culture should be the culture of information security (Kolin, 2006a).

Therefore, a comprehensive study of the problems of social informatics, not only in academic science, but also in the education system, is an extremely relevant and socially significant problem today. Its solution requires the joint efforts of the world scientific and educational community and, of course, the corresponding modernization of the education system and the training of scientific and pedagogical personnel.

7.1 Social informatics as a field of data-intensive science

Social informatics studies information processes in society, which are becoming more and more intensive under the influence of informatization. It is enough to indicate that the number of Internet users already exceeds 3 billion. According to the UN, the global level of Internet technology penetration exceeded 50% in 2018 (UN, 2018). The dynamics of this process is such that we can talk about the advent of the era of the global information society, which was previously predicted only in the middle of the 21st century.

Unfortunately, today this global socio-technological phenomenon is not yet sufficiently understood and does not find necessary reflection in research programmes and in the education system. At the same time, the analysis shows that the global information society opens up fundamentally new opportunities for scientific analysis and forecasting of many social processes, i.e., for studying the dynamics of society itself using the methodology of social informatics. It is enough to point out the possibility of using data on information communications in social networks for this purpose, which represent a new area of activity of millions of people.

Analysis of information flows on the Internet today allows us to produce large-scale sociological research without resorting to traditional methods of sociological surveys. Moreover, as the number of users of this network continues to increase, the research results will become more and more reliable. In addition, over the past decades, massive collections of data on various areas of society’s life activity have been formed.

A typical example here is the collection of data on various aspects of cultural activities obtained as a result of the implementation of the European project “Observatory of Culture”. They contain information about the topics of various cultural events: film festivals, theatre productions, pop concerts, etc. The analysis of this information is necessary in order to get an idea of the main trends in the development of modern culture, which, according to many experts, is in a state of systemic crisis (Kolin, 2014).

However, to do this, it is necessary to ensure the appropriate orientation of social informatics, as well as to prepare the necessary personnel to work with intensive information flows and massive data collections. This is exactly the case when quantity turns into quality, i.e., we are dealing with a fundamentally new problem of intensive use of large-volume data, which is called Big Data.

7.2 Interdisciplinary nature of social informatics problems

To solve the problems of large-volume data analysis listed above, it is necessary to conduct interdisciplinary research and development. At the same time, it is necessary to ensure the advanced development of informatics tools and methods for semantic search and analysis of texts in multilingual collections of social and cultural information data. This task is becoming a priority for the development of social informatics in the coming decades (Kolin & Khoroshilov, 2012).

At the same time, it is necessary to point out that the research of society and its culture using the means and methods of informatics is the task of other scientific disciplines that are already being formed at the present time and which can be called, respectively, information sociology and information culturology (Kolin & Ursul, 2015).
8 Conclusion

The conducted research has shown that global informatization is one of the dominant trends in the socio-economic, scientific, technical and cultural development of society in the 21st century, and the level of information development of the country largely determines the quality of life of the population, the development of science, education and culture, the country’s maturity or national security.

An analysis of the current geopolitical situation and trends in its further development shows (Kolin, 2020a) that in the coming years, cybersecurity, as well as the social aspects of information security, due to the purposeful deformation of public consciousness with the use of mass media and social networks on the Internet, will become priorities for ensuring national and global security (Kolin, 2005b). These threats are reflected in the new Russian Military Doctrine, in the US Cybersecurity Strategy, and are included in the text of the new Information Security Doctrine of the Russian Federation, which was adopted in 2016.

To effectively counter these threats, it is necessary to actively develop a new direction of society’s culture – the culture of information security (Kolin, 2020b). This task was set by the Russian Security Council at the end of 2013. Therefore, it is important that this strategically important task is reflected in the information security strategy of Russia, which is currently being developed in accordance with the instructions of the President of Russia, as well as in international projects for the development of social informatics.

For problems of this magnitude, it is not enough to develop problem-solving procedures. It is also necessary that the importance of this problem is recognized in society. Only then will it be possible to create an international cooperation of specialists of various profiles, members of the government, representatives of business and civil society, which is necessary to solve this problem, the importance of which is rapidly growing.

To this end, it is necessary to intensify comprehensive study of the processes of development of the global informatization of society in science and education. At the same time, the 30 years of experience of Russia in the field of studying the problems relevant for social informatics can be extremely useful.
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